
CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CPD stands for Continuing Professional Development. It refers to the process of tracking and documenting the skills,
knowledge and experience that you gain.

For Individuals Continuing Professional Development helps individuals to regularly focus on how they can
become a more competent and effective professional. Learning to access and use suitable resources and ideas
both within their classroom teaching and personal development. Your employer may have a limit on what they
are prepared to pay, so you may need to consider self-funding or alternatives such as online resources that are
cheaper or even free. CPD shows a clear commitment to self-development and professionalism. Some CPD
courses are just 1 or 2 hours long, delivered in a seminar or classroom-style environment. But at its core it is a
personal responsibility of professionals to keep their knowledge and skills current so that they can deliver the
high quality of service that safeguards the public and meets the expectations of customers and the
requirements of their profession. There are a number of methods for achieving CPD compliance. What is it
for? It's broader than that. Integration â€” the teacher demonstrates a high level of competency in this
professional practice and it consistently informs what she or he does at work. CPD framework for teacher
educators The teacher educator framework comprises three indicators of professional competence and four
stages of development. Observing and working with their peers. These CPD hours are sometimes converted to
points, units or credits. Keep a record of the date, provider, aims of the training, and your thoughts on what
you learned from it; Make a note of any shadowing, video-assisted training or similar. What do I have to do to
get there? But continuing professional development should be engaging and fun too. Training and learning
increase confidence and overall capability, and compliments career aspirations. In each case, make sure that
you are clear about how it will change what you do in future how you apply your learning. Write down your
overall career goals - where you want to be in two, five and 10 years' time. This article is about CPD as a
process of recording and reflecting on learning and development. You then have to apply what you have
learned to your own job. Development is often informal and has a wider application, giving you the tools to do
a range of things and relating to capability and competency. By using the framework, you can see where you
are in your development and think about where you want to go next. You'll need to set a date in advance for
review of the objectives you've set yourself. It is a good idea to get into the habit of discussing your learning
with your colleagues on a regular basis. It's not a tick-box document recording the training you have
completed. Review and reflect on any learning experiences over the previous year or over the past three
months. Teachers knowledge and skills in each professional practice is shown through four stages of
development: Awareness â€” the teacher has heard of the professional practice Understanding â€” the teacher
knows what the professional practice means and why it is important Engagement â€” the teacher demonstrates
competency in this professional practice at work. You should therefore: Keep a note of your development
needs and goals, and make a regular quarterly, six-monthly or annual assessment of your progress against
them; Record any training courses attended, with a copy of any certificates or qualifications obtained. Read
more about the Cambridge English Teaching Framework Teaching qualifications Our internationally respected
teaching qualifications and courses are mapped to each stage of the Cambridge English Teaching Framework.
Put it in your diary and do it!


